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LA METEOROLOGIE ET SES APPLICATIONS A LA NAVIGATION MARITIME

Resume

Cette note contient quelques-unes des conferences faites a la seconde
session de la Commission de meteorologie maritime (Hambourg, octobre 1956)
sur le theme "La meteorologie et ses applications a la navigation maritime".
La note debute par l'allocution preliminaire prononcee par le Cmdr.
C.E.N. Frankcom, president de la commission au moment de la session. Le Cmdr.
Frankcom fait remarquer que, si· les conditions meteorologiques etaient particulierement importantes pour la navigation maritime a l'epoque des voiliers,
elles jouent encore un r61e capital actuellement pour les navires a moteurs
de toutes dimensions et de tous types. D'apres les statistiques publiees par
"Lloyds" et d'autres autorites, le mauvais temps fait encore aUjourd'hui,
directement ou indirectement, un grand nombre de victimes parmi les gens de
mer. Actuellement, les marins disposent de bulletins, de previsions et d'analyses meteorologiques transmis par radio qui leur permettent d'etablir leurs
propres cartes meteorologiques a bord. D'autre part, ils possedent une masse
de renseignements climatologiques et d'informations sur les courants maritimes, et sont donc en mesure de bien preparer leurs voyages en tenant compte
non seulement de la securite de leurs bateaux, mais egalement du confort des
pas sagers et de la protection de la cargaison.
La deuxieme communication, lue par M.. M. Rodewald, examine de fagon
plus approfondie les divers types de navigation meteorologique et definit la
triple t~che des meteorologistes :
a)

indiquer clairement aux gens de mer qu'ils doivent tenir compte de certaines probabilites dans toute navigation meteorologique,
b)
dans la pratique, donner aux gens de mer une idee du degre de'probabilite sur lequel ils peuvent compter,
c)
essayer d'ameliorer le degre de probabilite des previsions, etc., pour
la navigation meteorologique.
M. Rodewald conclut que l'on pourrait stimuler fortement la navigation meteorologique par l'etablissement de previsions a moyenne et a' longue
echeance et que les milieux de la meteorologie maritime devraient encourager
et soutenir les travaux de recherches dans ce domaine.
Dans le troisieme memoire, M. J.J. Schule decrit un vaste programme
de determination des routes maritimes que la marine americaine mettra en
oeuvre en vue de definir les bases scientifiques d'une telle determination.
Ce programme vise les deux objectifs principaux suivants :
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a)

determiner s'il est scientifiquement possible de realiser des economies
de temps et d'argent et d'accro'ttre la securiteet le confort dU,voyage
en appliquant les principes de la prevision meteorologique et oceanographique au choix de la route la plus avantageuse d'un navire;

b)

en admettant qu'il soit scientifiquement possible de determiner la meilleure route maritime, mettre au point une methode pratique permettant a
tous ceux que cela interesserait de beneficier d'un tel programme.

, Sans aucun doute, le probleme du choix de la route est plus difficile
pour les navires que pour les aeronefs, du fait que la prevision meteorologique initiale doit porter sur une periode plus longue. On se propose d'utiliser a cet effet les previsions pentadaires etablies par le "US Weather Bureau".
Pour calculer la route la plus rapide, il convient d'accorder une grande
,importance aux vagues, etant donne que c'est l'action de celles-ci,qui entrave
le plus la propulsion du navire.
L'etude comprend egalement la description d'une methode servant a determiner la "route maritime a dure'e minimum" et conclut en 'esperant que les
recherches sur les methodes a suivre pour le choixdes routes maritimes se
poursuivront et permettront de perfectionner ces methodes.
La quatrieme et derniere communication, presentee par M'. N,A. Lieurance,
traite des aspects economiques de l'assistance meteorologique fournie a la navigation marchande et souligne la grande importance que revetent les caracteristiques de l'etat de la mer pour' les voyages au long cours.
L'auteur fait remarquer qu'une bonne connaissance de la meteorologie et
l' application de cette connaissance a la navigation maritime permettent aux
compagnies maritimes d'economiser chaque annee des centaines de milliers d~
dollars,
Le fait qu'un nombre toujours croissant de compagnies americaines emploient des meteorologistes-conseils a temps complet prouve l'importance que
les compagnies maritimes accordent aux avis meteorologiques.
L'auteur recommande vivement de donner a "l'etat de la mer" une place
fondamentale dans les bulletins destines a la navigation maritime, au m~me
titre que 'les avis de temp~te et les previsions concernant la situation meteorologique generale. 11 estime que la Commission de meteorologie maritime devrait examiner,serieusement cette question lors de l'etablissement des plans
pour l'avenir et que, de cette maniere, la meteorologie pourra mieux s',acquitter de ses responsabilites envers la navigation marchande, '
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APLICACIdN DE LA METEOROLOGlA A LA NAVEGACIdN MARiTIMA
Resumen

Se incluye en esta nota el texto de algunas de las conferencias pro.nunciadas sobre el tema "aplicaci6n de la meteorologla a la navegaci6n marltima" con ocasi6n de la segunda reuni6n de la Comisi6n de Meteorologla marltima, celebrada en Hamburgo en.octubre de 1956.
Comienza con una introducci6n del Comandante C.E.N. Frankcom, presidente
de la comisi6n a la reuni6n,que hace hincapie sobre el hecho que, si el Donocimiento del tiempo fue de primordial importancia en la epoca de los barcos de
vela, todavla hoy sigue siendo necesario para la navegaci6n de los navios propUlsados a motor, de todos los tipos y tamanos. Las estadisticas publicadas
por el Lloyds y otras autoridadas muestran claramente cuantos accidentes marltimos son ocasionados directa 0 indirectamente por el estado del tiempo. El
marino de nuestros dlas tiene a su disposici6n boletines informativos sobre
el estado del tiempo, conteniendo an~lisis y predicciunes y que son difundidas
por radio, que le permiten preparar sus propios mapas del tiempo a bordo. Ademas, puede servirse de la enorme cantidad de datos climato16gicos y sobre corrientes accumulados, y ella le permite preparar sus viajes de antemano, teniendo en cuenta no s610 la seguridad de su barco sino tambien el confort de
sus pasajeros y la conservaci6n de la carga.
La segunda conferencia, pronunciada por el Dr. M. Rodewald, trata con
mas detalle, de las diversas clases de navegaci6n meteoro16gica e insiste sobre
la triple misi6n del meteor61ogo :
a)

aclarar bien al marino que en toda navegaci6n meteoro16gica se trabaja
sobre la base de probabilidades,

b)

en la practica, dar al marino una idea del grado de probabilidad
que puede confiar,

c)

hacer todo 10 posible por mejorar al grade de probabilidad de las predicciones, etc. en beneficio de la navegaci6n meteoro16gica.

en

El Dr. Rodewald llega a la conclusi6n que la navegaci6n meteoro16gica
puede estimularse en gran manera por medio de la predicci6n a largo plazo y
que las instituciones interesadas en la meteorologla marltima deben fomentar
y ayudar los trabajos de investigaci6n en esa direcci6n.
En el tercer trabajo, el Sr. J.J. Schule describe un extenso programa
para la navegaci6n meteoro16gica que ha iniciado la U.S. Navy para evaluar las
bases cientificas del trazado de rutas en relaci6n con el tiempo. Los dos
objetivos principales de este programa seran :
a)

buscar si es cientlficamente poslble realizar economlascetiempo y dinero,
y aumentar la seguridad y el confort de los viajes mediante la aplicaci6n
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de principios de predicci6n meteoro16gica y oceanografica para determinar la mejor ruta para los barcos, y
b)

sup0niendo que eso sea posibl·e·, establecer metodos operativos para que
puedan utilizar los resultados de este programa todas las actividades
interesadas en ello.

No cabe duda que li' determinaci6n de la ruta para un barco plantea problemas mas dificiles que la navegaci6n aerea, a causa del largo periodo de
predicci6n a cubrir. En el programa en cuesti6n, la U.S. Navy utiliza las
predicciones para cinco dias preparadas por el U.S. Weather Bureau con este fin.
En el calculo del camino de ffiiriima duraci6n se tienemuy en cuenta las
condiciones de oleaje, pues se consid€ra que la acci6n de las olas es el mayor
obstacUlo a la propulsi6n del barco.·
.
El trabajo incluye la descripci6n de un metodo para trazar "la ruta maritima de minima duraci6n" y termina expresando la esperanza que continuaran los
trabajos de investigaci6n para e1 progreso de la determinacion de rutas marltimasa

El cuarto.y ultimo trabajo, presentado por el Sr. N.A. Lieurance, trata
de los aspectos economicos del serviciometeoro16gico para la marina mercante
y res alta la gran importancia del estado del mar para las maniobras de los barcos en alta mar.
Senala que un buen conocimiento de la meteorologia y la aplicacion de
este conocimiento a la explotaci6n de los·barcos ahorra cientos de miles de
d61ares cada anoa las companias navieras.
El
servicios
prueba de
formacion

numero cada vez mayor de companias norteamericanas que utilizan los
de asesores meteor610gos como empleados ·dehls mismas es la major
la importancia que cone eden muchas comp~11as de navegaci6n a la inmeteoro16gica.

El autor hace un calido llamamiento para que se considere el estado del
mar como parte'fundamental de los boletines para la·navegaci6n marltima, de la
misma manera qUe 10 son los avisos de temporal y la predicci6n generica del
tiempo. Considera que esta cuesti6n merece seria atenci6n por parte de ·la
Comisi6n de Meteorologia Marltima· al hacer planes para el futuro y que, de
esta.manera, la meteorologla puede cumplir con sus responsabilidades con respecto·a la marina·mercante.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM OF lIETEOf'OLOGICAL NAVIGATION
(by Cmdr. C.E.N. Frankcom)

From the moment a ship cas·ts off from a quay or weighs her anchor, it
is inevitable that the weather will playa part in the navigational problems
which confront her Woasters and officers.
On leaving the quay, clock or anchorage, the direction and force of the
wind, its gustiness and also the visibility will vitally affect the manner in
which the ship is handled and will influence the decision as to whether tugs
are to be employed Or not. Here experience of the particular type of ship herself and the fact that she has single or twin screws or that she is propelled
by diesels, turbines or reciprocating machinery are all factors which have to
be taken into consideration. Before the ship is built, the designer himself
also needs to conoider these various points and in this respect local considerations, such as the trade in which the ship is going to be engaged, need
to be taken into account, which implies the need for some climatological stud~
Having left the dock, if there is a river to be negotiated, the forecast visibility as well as the present visibility is important and one must
remember that visibility may be affected very seriously not only by mist or
fog but also by heavy rain showers or snow, or even by industrial smoke.
Having got the ship safely to sea, whether the ;,laster has a choice of
route or not, the weather will continue to have a considerable effect upon
her navigation. Obviously this was more so in the days of the sailing ship,
as not Chly did the weather affect her safety but wind was her sale motive
power. And to-day the weather still plays an important part in the navigation
of power-driven vessels of all sizes and types. The statistics published by
Lloyds and other authorities show how many shipping casualties even to-day are
caused directly or indirectly by the weather. One need only look at the average merchant ship end on to realize how much the head wind can retard that
ship's speed even i.f there is not l'luch sea, and any seaman knows how quickly
a head sea reduces the ship's speed, as soon as the sea gets up, even if the
ship's propeller is well immersed. Swell similarly has an adverse effect upon
a ship's speed, depending upon the height and length of the swell and the direction from which it comes relative to the ship's course. As the wind draws
further aft, it obviously has less and less effect, but with a beam wind, there
is leeway which has to be corrected, and there is also the effect of heavy
rolling of the ship, which is not only uncomfortable but adversely affects her
speed for various reasons. Even a rough following sea will tend to damp out an
advantage that the following wind itself has, due to the excessive motion of
the ship and the fact that even in a loaded condition there will be times when
the stern is lifted so much that the screw raCes or loses effectiveness.
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If the wind is associated with a.current or tide, the resultant effect
upon the ship needs to be taken into consideration and as the seaman cannot
see the effect of the tide or current, these constitute a greater potential
danger to her navigation than the wind itself and the mariner therefore needs
to have literature and charts advising him as to the tides and currents he
may expect to encounter. Unfortunately nobody can predict exactly the strength
and direction of current and tide, so that in dealing with this element, the
mariner has always to be extremely alert and face up to the fact that he may
perhaps be making a w~ong allowance, and unless he fixes the ship's position
frequently, he may well get into trouble. When coasting, a sudden shift of
wind may expose the ship to a possible danger from proximity to a lee shore.
If the wind is of force 8 or above, unless the ~aster of the ship handles her with special care, even the largest and best found vessel can easily
get seriously damaged by.the sea and this may occur whether she is steaming
into the sea or otherwise; the safest thing to do in such circumstances usually is to ease down or alter course somewhat. In the case of tropical storms,
there are special rUles to be observed which I need not go into here. In most
cases nowadays, the meteorological services are able to give detailed warning
to shipping by radio concerning the extent, intensity and movement of such
storms, which eases the c1aster's problem. Here is a good case of where it is
essential that ships send frequent radio weather messages themselvGs.
There are still a few ships afloat equipped with the old-fashioned rod
and chain steering gear. The strain on the rudder when running before a gale
not. infrequently causes the steering gear of such a ship to carry away, with
the result that she broaches to, consequently taking heavy water, and perhaps
foundering if she happens to be deeply laden and fitted with large wooden
hatches covered with tarpaulin. Fortunately, most of that type of ship have
now gone to the shipbreakers; steering gear is much more efficient and is not
placed in exposed positions on· deck and wooden hatches have largely been replaced by· the steel variety which does not even need tarpaulin. Dn the other
hand, there have been, of recent years, a surprisingly large number of occasions when ships have lost their propellers in heavy weather and occasionally
we hear of a ship - particularly a tanker - breaking in half in heavy weather
at sea.
If the wind is both strong and gusty, a ship which happens to be in a
somewhat "tender" condition or even a ship that is too "stiff" (e.g. a ship
loaded with iron ore) or perhaps a ship loaded with bulk grain cargo with
some weakness in her shifting boards, may well be in considerable danger with
the wind anywhere near the beam. If she is tender, although her statistical
stability may be fairly reasonable, her dynamic stability may not be sufficient in conditions of gustiness. If she is too stiff, she may roll so heavily as to shift some cargo, bringing about a risk of capsizing. In extreme
cases, her ventilators or even the funnel may be torn out of the deck by the
violence of the motion, leaving her open to the inrush of the sea.
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The adverse effect of low visibility on the navigation of a ship is obvious, for the reduction of speed required by the collision regulations will
inevitably delay the ship in her voyage and this applies whatever the cause
of the lessening visibility, for thick snow can be a greater menace at times
than fog.
While on the subject of visibility, it is inevitable nowadays to think
of radar and here again meteorological conditions may have a considerable influence upon the efficiency of this aid to navigation at a particular time.
It may be possible some day to include in a radio weather bulletin for shipping a statement or forecast of ,radar conditions. I shall also mention that
the possession of radar, or any other navigational aid does not lessen the
need for the mariner to 2E2.Y th§...Eollision regulations. In low visibility,
the question of the efficiency of sound signals also arises, for it must be
remembered that sound is sometimes conveyed in a rather capricious way'through
the atmosphere. Therefore, in fog and particularly in snow it may happen that
a sound signal is not heard at as great a distance in a particular direction,
or in any direction, as it would be under certain other meteorologi~al conditions. This adds to the mariner's problems and emphasizes the wisdom of reducing speed in thick weather.
When navigating in the vicinity of ice - whether it be field ice such
as is encountered in the Ba 1tic in winter, or icebergs with or without fie Id
ice as is encountered on the Grand Banks and in the Antarctic, meteorological
considerations are inevitably involved - including the problem of the effec··
tivenessof radar for detecting the ice under all conditions. And then we have
the case of a trawler operating in Arctic waters in winter time, where there
is always the risk that gales associated with an air temperature below the
freezing point of salt water may so ice the ship up that she capsizes. The
best service that can be provided to the Skipper by the meteorologist in such
conditions is to give good warning of such weather conditions, so that the
trawler can seek an area of higher temperatures.
I do not think it is amiss, when talking about meteorological navigation, to think also about the care of the cargo aboard the ship and the comfort of the passengers. We have already touched upon the discomfort of plugging into a heavy sea or swell but similarly the safety of the ship's cargo
may be affected by this.
The function of a Master of a ship is not only to get the ship safely
from A to B, but also to deliver his cargo, or his passengers, in good condition at their destination. In most cases, it is hoped that the stowage of the
cargo will be so good that no matter how the ship plunges about in the sea
the cargo will not shift. Nevertheless, we know that grain and bulk cargces do
shift quite easily and to the ultimate danger of the ship hel'self. A timber
cal'go on deck may become so waterlogged due to bad ~eather or heavy seas (particularly towards the end of the voyage) that the ship becomes excessively
tender. In the case of a ship loaded with motor-cars or locomotives, one or
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more of them may break adrift and do damage; and heavy pounding or very violent lurching of the ship may well cause ullage of liquids in casks or cases.
If the ship has to be battened down for excessively long periods, ventilation
is impossible. Also, if the ship has to proceed in the course of her voyage
through areas where very rapid changes in temperatures and humidity occur,
then various problems arise concerning the ventilation of the cargo and how
to protect it from moisture damage.
I do not propose going into any of these questions in detail; I am merely trying to illustrate in general terms how meteorology comes into so many
aspects of the ship's voyage and that it is therefore. the Master's duty to
take every possible advantage of the meteorological advice which is available
to him, so as to ensure that his ship makes th.e most expeditious and safe
voyage. This general subject is discussed In some detail in a paper which appeared in "La MI?teorologie", by Mr. J. Noat (Enseigne de Vaisseau de reserve)
entitled "iJ1eteorological Navigation at Sea". Some aspects of this question
have also been discussed in articles by Dr. Rosewald in "Vle.!terl.2.!se" and' by
Mr. Louis Allen in "Weather Vlise" and in brief a.rticles by various authors
in the "Marine Observer".
A weather ship on duty at an ocean station provides an unusual example
of meteorological navigation. Her Master normally endeavours to remain reasonably close to the centre of his patrol area., consistent with maximum fuel economy. At North Atlantic ocean stations "India" and "Juliett" for example,there
is a more or less constant set of the surface water. currents of about 1 knot
to the eastward and a frequent series of east-moving depressions passing throua)h
the area. By a judicious study of the synoptic' map compiled by his meteorologist aboard the ship from the Atlantic bulletin and the, forecast, combined
with the information he has about currents, he endeavours to so place his vessel that he avoids expensive steaming into heavy weather. It is perhaps of
interest that the Masters of these ships, by making observations with buoys
and drogues, have confirmed the existence of a progressive motion of the ship
due to swell,
This question of meteorological navigation is, of course, nothing new.
The Masters of Arab dhows have used it with considerable success in a rudimentary form for thousands of years and they operate economically enough. Prince
Henry the Navigator undoubtedly used meteorological navigation when planning
his voyages of discovery. It was Maury, in the 1850's, who really brought the
subject up to date in a properly organized manner from the climatological viewpoint, and who inspired international co-operation in collecting and publishing information about the winds and weather and surface currents of the oceans,
The seaman, nowadays, wherever his voyages take him, has at his disposal
radio weather bulletins, including forecasts and analyses, which enable him to
prepare his own weather maps aboard the ship. Provided the information which
he receives is correct, it is possible under certain circumstances to alter
course or reduce speed or take some other means of avoiding the worst of bad
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weather. Before he starts on his voyage, he has available a mass of climatological and ocean current information in the form of atlases and in the text
of sailing directions, which enables him to plan his voyage in advance, and
he should not only have the safety of his ship in mind, but also the comfort
of his passengers and the care of his cargo. He can usually, if he wishes,
have a telephone consultation with a meteorologist at a central forecast office before sailing.
Meteorological navigation is, of course, used to a considerable extent
by the aviation industry, but an aircraft has the advantage of having only
one medium - the atmosphere - to consider, combined with its high speed. The
seaman has wind, current and tide to think of, associated with his relatively
s low speed.
Before the Master of a ship (or her owner) can seriously get down to
this business of meteorological navigation, there seems little doubt that
something will have to be done to improve both the accuracy and period of
validity of forecasts, at the same time, somewhat more useful climatological
information might perhaps be provided. Ships themselves can help a lot in
improving forecasting accuracy by sending radio weather messages.
I conclude with one brief example of a case in which meteorological
navigation was used with success to save lives
When in June 1923 the steamer "Trevesca" foundered at 28°45'8 85 0 42'E,
her nearest land was Australia. It might have been possible for her boats to
reach safety by first sailing to the south, picking up a westerly wind and
an easterly set which would have taken them towards safety. Unfortunately,
however, the said easterly set turns north when still some distance from
Australia, and subsequently turns west. In addition, the westerly winds would
have been too boisterous for the lifeboats.
The two boats therefore sailed north into the 8.E. trade wind and westerly currents and made the passage to Mauritius in less than a month. The
Master of that ship had studied the winds and currents of the oceans to advantage.

SOME ASPECTS (IF r..1ETEOPOlDGICAL NAVIGi,TION

(0y Dr. M."odeI'Iald)
An attempt is made to classify forms of navigation based on the weather,
and some remarks and examples.are provided to explain this classification. It
is felt that such a classification is not merely of formal importance, but may
serve to clarify, to some extent, the situation concEJrning the application of
meteorology to the art of marine navigation.
In attempting to make such a classification, I must apologi~e for using
a German expression - in spite of the fact that Lessing, in his famous comedy
"Minna von Barnhelm", let Mons ieur Riccaut de .la Mar liniere say to the young
lady : "Oh, was ist die deutsch Sprak rur ein arm Sprak ! rur ein plump
Sprak !" - "Oh, what a poor language, what a clumsy language is the German
language. "
Monsieur Riccaut may be right in some or even many respects, but looking for a natural classification for use in connexion with meteorological navigation I feel I must contradict him. We have three basic expressions in
German for meteorological conditions, whereas most other languages possess
only two. These three terms are: Klima, Witterung, Wetter.

-

- - - - - ----

It would be superfluous here to explain the meaning of "climate" and
"weather", but it may be permissible to give a definition of what we call
"Witterung". If we wish to express the average weather or the prevailing
weather of a definite·week or month, or even season, in other words, if we
are considering the essential features of the weather during a couple of days
or during a synoptic period up to a whole season, this is called "Witterung" •..
Thus "Witterung" covers the meteorological conditions of a larger unity of
time than a moment, an hour, or a day. The weather of a single hour, one day,
or several day may differ more or less widely from the characteristics of the
"Witterung" for the larger unity of time.
The classification, under the headings Climate, "Witterung", Weather,
might be taken as a background for the different possible kinds of navigation, by weather, and it may help both the meteorologist and the seaman to
bear in mind what can be done and what should be done in this field.
The general layout of the classification is as follows :

(see overleaf)
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V1ITTERUNG
Navigation
Climatic nav.
----------Purpose
fixing a standard
route for a specified season
normal conditions

According to

WEATHER

Fiitterung- nav.

Weather-nav.

planning a special
route for an intended voyag'e
..

temporary deviation
from a standard route
during a voyage

actual mean pattern
(Grosswetterlage)

synoptic situation

_ _ _
•

h

~

_

monthly normal
5- to la-day mean weather maps and 12
charts of pressure, prebaratic charts, to 24 hours forecasts
(prebaratic~, warnwind, storm freor some sort of
quency, etc.
"further outlook"
ings)
------------------------.-------------for a period reckon~·
for the duration
"inc:iefinitely"
Valid
of a single voyage ed in hours or perlod
during the speof 12 to 24 hours
cified season
Revealed by

._-----_._--------------------met. policy

Nautical
meaning
Characteristic
_ _ _
•

•

conservative

met. tactics

met. strategy

liberal
-"_.

elastic
h

"

W

An example will illustrate the fact that this classification is not too
artificial.
A small vessel, in ballast and thus lightly loaded,
ture "susceptible to effect by" or "very resistant to" or
3ble resistance to" headwinds, may be west-bound from the
the east coast of North America during the winter season.
Master of the ship has to decide the final course for the

with its superstruc"offering considerEnglish Channel to
Off the Lizard, the
Atlantic crossing.

From the purely climatic point of view, he will doubtless decide to
steam in a south-westei'ly-direction into the climatic High of the Azores,
where he may hope to find vlind, sea and swell conditions less rough than
those in latitudes of the fifties or higher forties.
However, he has at hand the latest weather map drawn using data from a
radio weather bulletin which suggests that conditions on the route based on
climate may not be very promising for the first one or two days. If therefore
he-decides to steam a direct westerly course in order to make the best possible use of the 2Stual conditions, he is practising navigation by the ~~ather.
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Whether he has acted wisely or not will not become apparent on the first
or second day, but during the remainder of the voyage. Navigation by the weather
is very useful in avoiding imminent dangers or obviously bad situations, but
there is some risk in using it to plan a whole route. There is a well-known
saying "to jump out of the frying-pan into the fire", and something similar
may happen if excessive use is made of navigation based on the weather :, the",
adverse conditions of one or two days may be avoided, but the really bad conditions which may follow and last for the major part of the voyage can change
the profit into loss.
From this it becomes clear that between the climatic point of view,
valid "indefinitely", and the synoptic point of view, valid for twelve to
twenty-four or perhaps forty-eight hours, there is - or should be - an intermediate point of view, valid for a period lasting one week or so. If the captain, off the Lizard, could obtain a further outlook for the various possible
routes, he could try what we called ~itterung-navigation.
Even in mid-winter, it is £ossi~ that a Great Circle route or even a
more northerly one might be recommended, if we base our opinion on the "Witterung" - a route which is quite out of the question from the climatic point of
view. One must remember that great departures from the normal climatic pattern
are possible in fact not only during a week but also during a month.
As an example, Figure 1 shows the normal pressure distribution over the
North Atlantic Ocean in January. The shaded-aiea between Ireland and Newfoundland is the one with the strongest mean headwinds for a westward bound ship.
Thus, the southern route through the sub-tropical latitudes commends itself'
for a small ship.
In January 1955 (Figure 2), the mean pressure was more than 10 mb above
normal around Southern Greenland, and more than 20 mb below normal to the
south-east of Newfoundland. The reason was that during January 1955 (Figure 3),
the normal Icelandic Low was in a mean location east of Newfoundland, about
one thousand nautical miles SSW from its climatic or normal position. The
shaded area, with strongest mean headwinds for a westward bound ship, was at
that time lying well into the sub-tropical belt, even extending south of
Bermuda. OWS "E", in lat. 35°N long. 4O oW, had a storm frequency of nearly
~2 per cent, compared with a normal value of about 8 per cent, and a value
of 2.5 per cent in the quiet January of 1952.
It is obvious that in a month such as January 1955, any attempt at meteorological' navigation based on climate - i.e. on normal conditions - would
inevitably be an almost total failure. The only navigational system based on
the weather, which could be successful, would be one taking into account the
actual mean pattern of the circulation, but the difficulty lies precisely in
forecasting the mean pattern.
Although January 1955 was a month of outstanding anomalies in the general circulation, the following table shows that the fluctuations of the

The period covers only a little more than five years, so that the table
certainly does not reflect the range of E2~~ible extremes. It can be seen,
however, that in each of the six winter months-rOctober - March) there are
maximum storm frequencies of about 30 per cent and minimum frequencies of
about 5 per cent.
'These fluctuations in storm frequency are not all of the same sign in "
the various regions of the North Atlantic Ocean, and even if they were, there
are often differences in tre prevailing storm direction. Adaptation of ' the .
navigation plan to the changing mean conditions would, therefore, always ~e
profitable.
If the 6iassification table is to indicate clearly the differences between the three kinds of navigation based on meteorology, it wil~neces
sary to indicate what they have in common.
I must mention first of all that I would prefer to take the expression
"meteorological navigation" in a limited sense. Meteorology affects 'shipping' ",
in many ways, but keeping this in mind, should we say, for instance, that the
captain is navigating by meteorology if he reduces speed in fog or heaves'to
in a heavy 'Sea? In my opinion, it would be better to say that it is a good
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piece of 2~2nshiE or of meteorological seamanship to handle a ship according to the prevailing weather conditions. Not only sailing with sails, but
nearly all movement by ship could be taken as examples of meteorological navigation, if the meaning of .this term was not limited.
I would therefore like to suggest that meteorological navigation be defined as navigation based on ~xpected meteorological conditions. If this is
accepted, it follows that with~~ form of meteorological navigation we have
to operate on the basis of £!·obabilitl~ - this being S~2D to climatic,
"Witterung" and weather-navigation. The probability may, in some cases, nearly reach 100 per cent of certainty, whereas in other cases it may be rather
low.
Each forecast, further outlook and each warning is an ~Efctation, having a greater or smaller degree of probability. The climatic atlases, the
pilot charts and similar maritime documents therefore show the seaman, or
should show him, what may be f~~ted in a certain region during a definite
month or season.
Our task, as meteorologists, is thus a threefold one :
(1)

to make it quite clear to the seaman that he has to deal with ErobabllJin all meteorological navigation;
in practice, to give the seaman an idea of the degree of probability on
which he may rely,

sl~

(2)
(3)

to try to improve the degree of probability in forecasts, etc., for the
benefit of meteorological navigation.
Keeping these points in mind, I should like to offer some further remarks regarding the three kinds of meteorological navigation.
The classic example of weather navigation is still in use in avoiding
tropical storms. This is not only because tropical storms are often very dangerous, but because the dimensions and movement of the storm area are limited
in such a way that there is a favourable ratio between the ship's speed and
that of its natural opponent. The motion of tropical cyclones in lower latitUdes is often 10 to 12 knots, or even much less, so that a 15-knot ship has
a good chance of success in applying weather navigation.
For weather navigation to be successful, however, the necessary manoeuvres must be made in good time. A change of course, even though correct in
itself, will often prove~ffective, or only partially effective, if the ship
has already run into bad conditions where there are already gale-force winds
and a heavy sea, so that it is compelled to reduce speed.
If a Captain's report begins: "We were by now sure" - that is to say,
if he is certain of the situation and the approach of a storm centre - it is
generallY-too-r8te to escape the danger. It would be advisable to start using
weather navigation earlier, while he is still only faced by ~me probability
of danger.
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Two years ago· I stressed this point in our mal'itime journal "Der Wetterlotse" because· I had learned from several ships' reports for the years 19491954 that, in the case of tropical hurricanes, weather navigation was postponed
until the
navigator· had become certain, from increasing wind strengths and
falling barometer readings, of the-track of the storm centre. In all these
cases it was impossible to out-manoeuvre the strong gale or hurricane (although
the ship was able to avoid the worst weather conditions).
It is a striking fact - and tlJb m<ly.be a result of our having drawn attentionto the need for the application of weather navigation at the "probability stage" - that·, in the las·1; year, 1955, sollie ships' reports were received
in which I found that evasive action had been taken very early. In one case,
the barometer reading was already as high as 1026 mb and there was a light SE
. wind. of force 2 when the course was altered by 71°, with simultaneous reduction of· nearly 30 per ·cent in the ship's speed. In another case, a change of
cours·e of about 70° was· carried out with a barometric reading of 1016 mb and
light Wwind of force 2•.

I should like to illustrate this case (Figure 4) to show that even such
an early and correct change in course does not always enable the ship's Captain to avoid trouble. This was the case with the hurricane "lone".
Having received Advisory No. 20, the M.S. "Berlin", bound for New York,
changed its course to a southerly one, being already south of Nova Scotia.
The Captain assumed that the track of the hurricane centre would be that indicated by the dotted line, and this was a .very reasonable assumption.
Contrary to all expectations, however, the storm centre veered directly eastward when it was near Norfolk, and· being unable to avoid the storm area
because of the sudden change in direction of the hurricane, the "Berlin"experienced wind forces up to force 11.
This example shows that all efforts to improve the track forecast. should
be given vigorous support. Even if the Captain himself is ·not disappointed
with the results of carefully planned weather navigation, carried out in tlme,
the shipowner may blame him for his excessive precautions, ending in failure.
It should always be remembered that the Captain requires a great deal ·of selfassurance to change the· planned course cons iderably when there is not yet any
(or only slight) visible signs aboard the ship, of an approaching serious disturbance.
Not only should ships' Masters be encouraged to order weather navigation
in good time - Le. to act on probabilities· - but every effort should be made
by meteorologists to j~~9ve the accurac~f the information regarding these
probabi li ties.
In my opinion, it is also useful for navigators to have "Dn .idea of the
degree of probability, not expressed as percentages, but by the transmission,

-~
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as in the U,S, Typhoon.Warnings for instilnce,of expressions such as "good
fix by aircraft" or "poor estima·tion by extrapo lation" or "moving WNW 10 knots,
uncertain" ~
I shall only make a brief reference here to slim2112-0avigatl~. It is
clear that it can be practised best in those regions where WEATHER and CLIMATE
are much the same.in the respective seasons, i,e" regions in which the climatic averages reflect to a sufficient degree the everyday conditions, e.g. in
the trade-wind regions or some monsoon regions, In other regions it would be
useful to give not only monthly mean charts, but aiSo·-charts showing the different 1y£es of circul~tio.!!, together with information on their characteristics and frequency and perhaps on· the mean duration of the type,
In my opinion, the problem of Wi11~E~2:~~~tgation is the most important of all kinds of meteorological navigation at sea, even though it is, for
the present, an unsolved problem,
Insofar as concerns air traffic, the problem of VJitterung-navigation
does· not arise, for the simple reason that the aeroplane is so much more rapid
than the- ship. A modern airliner on the transatlantic route may reach a speed
of 280 knots, whilst a cargo ship moves at about 14 knots; the speeds are therefore in the ratio of 1:20, Even if this ratio were only 1:10, this would· mean
that if the aeroplane needed a forecast for meteorological navigation covering
12 hours, the ship would require a forecast for 120 hours, 1. e" a· forecas.t
for 5 days, in order to be in a similar position;~.e" in order to enable it
- like the aircraft - to determine the best route or the "minimum time track",
As the long~distance airliner nowadays only requires forecasts for 24
hours, it thus remains always within the limits of tactical weather navigation; going from Europe to North America it may divert from the Great Circle
route up to Iceland or down to the Azores; according to synoptic conditions
- a diversion of 500 miles does not matter at all.
Compared with these vast possibilities, the ship seems to have extremely limited chances of success with meteorological navigation. In most regions,
. the best shipping route from the climatic viewpoint almost certainly is not
the best lmaginable route, even if calculated on the basis of mean values for
a large number of trips. The best imaginable route would be a flexible route
conforming best to the currently existing mean circulation pattern (Grosswetterlage). Such a route, however, would necessitate an extension of the
time-scale of forecasts in a proportion of at least 10:1 in comparison with
air traffic.
I think we must be quite clear about the fact that, so far, it is mainly short-range weather navigation which is practised at sea. But we must not
forget that the possibilities of this weather navigation are also limited.
The speed of the development and movement of cyclones or their dimensions in
extra-tropical latitudes are often so great that no reasonable change in
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navigation is possible. 'Weather navigation is therefore more'of an occasional
measure than continuous' practice •.
Shipping, as Louis Allen has
nomic toll", due. to,the effects of
on fuel consumption. Therefore, in
tion is needed which will be used,
the continuous economic toll.

expressed it, hils to pay a "continuous ecowind and sea on the speed of the ship and
principle, a form of meteorological naviganot occasionally, but r~gu12rly to reduce

It may be said that the main purpose of weather navigation is to avoid
or reduce occasional top loading conditions of a ship, of preventing damage
and losses:-Howeve~ special route planning is required in each case - Witterung-navigation - to permit a reduction in the continuous economic toll, shorten
systematically the duration of trips, permit a reduction in fuel and expenses,
ensure the silfety of the ship and the cargo, and to reduce repair costs.
There is an undoubted demand for adequate information. From time to time,
for instance,the "Seewetteramt"is asked whether a ship bound for the Gulf of
St. Lawrence should be recommended to follow the northern route around ..Scotland, or the southern route through the English ChanneL Such requests will always place before the meteorologist a delicate problem. The conditions in the
North Sea are of less interest than those in the North Atlantic, that is to
say it is not the conditions during tho next 24-48 hours which are important,
but those ~the following week. It may be possible to provide such a forecilst
on the basis of the synoptic situation, but attempts to do so may also prove a
failure.
In the United States, Louis Allen, Chairman of the Sub-committee for Meteorology in the Institute of Navigation, has formed a team (the "Louis Allen
Associates") in order to work out and to recommend to the Captains the best
route for each individual journey. Thus, the aim is.to practice what we classified ilS Witterung-navigation. There may also.be other attempts, based on
five-day forecasts, as provided by Dr. Jerome Namias' Extended Forecast Section in the U.S. WeiltherBureau in Washington, and it would be useful to get
further information on the methods and the results of all attempts being made
to apply extended forecasts to the routing of ships. I believe that the greatest stimulus could be given to meteorological navigation by the development
of extended forecasts, and that research work in this,direction should be encouraged and supported by maritime meteorological circles.
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WEATHER HOUTING OF SHIPS
(by 3.3.

Schule)

During the past two years there has been considerable interest generated in the United States in the weather routing of ships. The primary aid
of this program is to effect economies in time or money and to increas·e the
safety and comfort of. the voyage by using principles of meteorological and
oceanographic forecasting to determine the most advantageous route for the
vessel. Much of this interest has been the result of the ·activities of
private consulting meteorologists, who have conducted experimental routings·
on a trial basis for various shipping organizations. Since, however, these
experiments are relatively small in scope, and since such information .. is
generally considered private, it was considered desirable that the U.S.
Navy conduct a fairly extensive program of ship routing in order to evaluate
the scientific basis for such routings. It might be said that such a program would have two major aims; the first would be to find out if it is
scientifically possible to effect these economies by use of weather and
oceanographic forecasting. The second is, assuming the routing to be scientifically possible, to devise an operational method whereby all activities
interested in taking advantage of such a program could do so.
In establishing such a program, the Navy has an organization, which,
by virtue of its shipping operations, is well equipped to provide the vessels for such a testing program. This organization is the Military Sea Transportation Service of the U.S. Navyc
This organization operates many vessels so that two vessels of each
type, one a "control", the other a routed vessel, can be utilized for comparison in each test. The control vessel follows the standard track while
the routed vessel is directed along the track of optimum time for the present weather situation. It was decided that the actual routings should be
made by the Oceanographic Forecasting Central of the U.S. Navy Hydrographic
Office, acting on information received from the various weather forecasting
activities in Washington. These activities would include the Navy Fleet
Weather Central and the extended Forecasting Section of the U.S. Weather
Bureau.
Before attempting to describe the program, one or two points should
be discussed. The first has to do with the overall objective of the program.
It is not the a im of this program to attempt to add to the rated speed of
the ship, or to attempt spectacular but risky routings by diverting the ship
well off the normal path to circumnavigate large intense storms. It is rather
the purpose· to keep the ship out of any appreciable trouble, and to insure
that the· speed of the ship is as close to its maximum·speed as possible. Reduction in weather damage and the safety of cargo and crew are at least as
important as spectacular savings of time.
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The second point has to do with the utiiization of weather forecasts.
It is agreed that the problem:posed,by the routing of ships is more difficult than that of routing aircraft because of the long initial weather forecast involved. It is intended to make regular use of the five day forecasts
issued by the U.S. Weather Bureau .or this purpose. It is admitted, however,
these forecasts will be only' a fir:;t approximation, especially in the la tter
portion of the forecast period. The track ,must be modified at regular intervals during the actual voyage, and this will entail maintenance of a careful
weather watch on the routed ship so that revisions can be made at the earliest possible moment. Moreover, it is ,believed that, even with the disadvantage ,of the forecast becoming less reliable, the longer the period, it will
still be possible to anticipate',unusual situations far enough in advance to
keep the 'ship out of the more 'dangerous weather situations.
The first step in computing a least time track is to ascertain the distribution of waves for as long as possible into the future along the great
circle track from point of departure to destination. Normally the five-day
long range forecast is used for ,:this stop. The emphasis on wave conditions
is based on the fact that wave'action is the major deterrent to ship propulsion. Part of this speed loss is due to the direct physical action of the
waves' but an even greater portion is due to the Master's wishes to ease his
ship under conditions of heavy pitching and rolling. Figure 1 illustrates the
decrease of speed evidenced by Victory class ships when encountering various
wave heights. As recorded from the logs of a number of Victory ships operating' in the Atlantic. The wide range of speeds recorded at a given wave height
is primarily due to the difference in each Master's ship handling but partially due to the variety of wave lenei'1S possible at each wave height.
Wave conditions over a large area such as represented by the North Atlantic are best represented by wave charts. Figures 2 and 3 are 'examples of
a synoptic and prognostic wave chart as prepared at the Hydrographic Office.
Both charts give isopleths of the significant wave height but the synoptic
chart is based on the ship-observed wave heights while the prognostic chart
utilizes theoretically computed wave heights. Direction of the major WAve,
trains are indicated on both charts.
Once the distribution of wave heights are known for the first five days
of the voyage it is possible to construct a series of ship speed charts. This
is done by utilizing graphs similar to Figure 1 which relate ship speed to
wave height for directions of head, beam, and following seas. By using these
graphs each isopleth of wave height can be transformed into an isopleth of
ship speed depending upon the ships heading. Thi.s transformation is illustrated in Figures 4 and 5.
Once the distribution of ship's speed along the area of interest is
known,the next step is to determine the track through this velocity field
which gives the least travel time. There are several methods for computing
such a track, all of which assume a quasi-stationary meteorological system
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for periods of 6, 12 or 24 hours. The method to be used by the Hydrographic
Office is similar to the procedures used when one calculates the path of a
light ray through a medium of varying refractive index. Such a ray follows a
path of least resistance which also turns out to be a least time track.
The construction for a maritime least time track is as follows: A
series of tracks are laid out on the ship speed chart originating at the departure port (Figure 5), and lying to the right and left of the great circle
track. The 24 hour ship travel is then computed for each of the tracks ahd
their end points connected to form a line of possible ship's position after
24 hours steaming. These computations are now continued for a second 24 hour
travel; using the predicted ship-speed chart for the second day. By continuing these steps for a five day period, it is possible to determine the track
that brings the ship closest to the destination after five days steaming.
Long range outlooks and climatological data are then utilized to extend the
track to the destination. Constant surveillance of the ship's progress and
the oceanic weather situation allows for revision of the original track before time is lost due to heavy seas.
Although the five day weather forecast is used as a basis for calculating a least time track the shorter range forecasts such as 30 and 48 hour prognosis charts and the longer range forecasts of 30 days and even climatic charts
are important to the final selection. The shorter range forecasts are used to
modify the five day forecast through adjustment of the movement and intensity
of the pressure systems while the long range forecasts and the climatic probabilities are utilized to extend the forecasted track to the destination.
With completion of the test periods it is planned that the ship routing procedure will be placed on an operational basis for routine use by the
Military Sea Transportation Service. Research and development of ship routing procedures will continue, however, in the hope that methods can be developed to permit the Master of a ship to ascertain his own best course under
stormy conditions.

METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE FOR MERCHANT SHIPPING
(by Newton A. Lieurance)
A good knowledge of meteorology and the application of this knowledge
to ship operations saves hundreds of thousands of dollars each year for shipping companies. This fact is being recognized more and more by maritime interests each year. In the highly competitive shipping industry, with conti-'
nually rising labor and mair:tenance costs, it is very important that compensating economies be found. Taking advantage of the weather is one of the more
important ways that operating costs can be reduced.
Operating costs such as salaries, fuel, insurance, maintenance, etc.,
are usually charged off on an annual basis for a ship or a fleet of ships.
If an alert master or shipping company can plan a ship's routing to save a
day or two of running time on a single voyage, an extra trip per ship per
year can very likely be completed. This means extra income and the delivery
of an extra cargo each year at very little additional overall cost to the
company.
Evidence of the importance many shipping companies are placing on meteorological advice is the increasing number of companies in the United States
employing the services of consulting meteorologists on a full-time basis.
Several operators in the United States have availed themselves of such service for several years, while a lesser number have been following somewhat
the same plan based on their own knowledge of weather service and its applications. This latter group of operators is increasing daily. In addition,
there has been a noticeable increase during the past few years in the number
of individual companies and ships copying weather reports and analyses contained in the world shipping bulletins and applying this intelligence to
their specific operations. Some companies employ a procedure for post-analyses of the route of each ship. The routes plied are checked against the
weather analyses and a study made to determine if full advantage was taken
of weather conditions. One company has estimated that this practice has resulted in a savings in cargo damage and route times to the extent of thousands of dollars per year. With over 30,000 vessels plying the seas and coastal waters world-wide, the potential economic advantage of proper weather application must run into millions vlhen applied on a world basis.
One United States shipping company found that a few of their Masters
consistently had better running time at sea and less cargo damage than others
operating between the same ports with similar vessels. An analysis of this
indicated that part of the reason was that the more efficient Masters plotted
available weather data and were using the analyses and other information obtained from the various marine bulletins to plan their day-to-day sailing.
As a result, this company has issued an operating order making it mandatory
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for all Masters to copy the weather analyses and plot the weather reports
during each voyage. This same. practice is gradually being adopted by other
shipping companies, which is resulting in a greater demand on the world meteorological services to produce more accurate and timely analyses.
The most important single factor affecting ship operations on the high
seas is the state of the sea. This is also the important variable in least
time routing. rJorld meteorology has expended much effort during the past
many years in providing shipping interests with forecasts of winds and
weather. In retrospect, it does seem unusual that we just forecast wind and
weather when it is the sea condition more than any other factor that affects the operation of a vessel, In determining wind speeds at sea, the
ship's crew observes the state of the sea and from that arrives at a value.
for the wind speed and direction. The crew must, in turn, take the forecasts
of winds and estimate the sea condition. This is not a reversible process
since the sea condition is the result of the wind in the area of the vessel
as well as disturbances some distancEs away, This seems to be a very important point and indicates that we should be providing the state and direction
of the sea in the marine bulletins as a fundamental part of meteorological
advice to merchant shipping. Very little is directly available to the Master
on the state of the sea, especially in areas some distances away in the direction the ship is moving, and it is of vital concern to him to interpret
the meteorological data provided by the marine bulletins in terms of sea,
which is a very difficult task, This requires the full attention of a highly qualified meteorologist-oceanographer and is not a matter easily deter.mined by the ship's crew, It is my opinion that we should seriously consider
making the state of the sea a fundamental part of the marine bUlletins in
the same sense as storm warnings and forecasts of general weather. This is
a matter which demands the serious attention of the Commission for Maritime
Meteorology in planning for the future. In this way, meteorology can better
fulfill its responsibilities to merchant shipping,

